Violation Flowchart

Violations are reported (usually to UNCG Police, Residence Life, Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities (OSRR), Campus Activities & Programs (CAP) or Recreation and Wellness)

Incident Report filed with Conduct Officer (in Housing and Residence Life, OSRR, CAP or Recreation and Wellness)

Student(s) notified of charges/
Student Conduct Conference (SCC) scheduled

SCC Held – questions answered, explanation of the charges, evidence, student rights, and the conduct process

Plea entered within 48 hours of SCC (Not Responsible or Responsible)

Responsible

Review Hearing scheduled (student(s) notified)

Review Hearing held

Findings and sanctions are reported to student(s)

Sanctions are assigned if admitting responsibility through review or found responsible through hearing

Electronic/Written notification to student(s)

If found not responsible, no further action

Appeal may be filed within 3 business days. There is a separate process for students who have been assigned expulsion as a sanction. (See Appeals Process for more information) The decision may be upheld, overturned, or modified or remanded back to hearing panel.

Electronic/Written notification to student(s)

Not Responsible

Hearing scheduled (all parties notified)

Hearing held (Conduct Officer or Panel)

Deliberation and findings reported to student(s)

Interim Suspension

Interim Suspension
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